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SIGNATURES
BREAKFAST

MADE WITH COW’S MILK

Spiced hot chocolate made with oat &
coconut milk, cardamom & Sri Lankan
cinnamon. A classic winter warmer.

HOUSE-MADE OAT MILK +1
FRESH ALMOND MILK +1.5
TOASTED VANILLA BEAN MARSHMALLOW +1

JUNIOR DARK 50% CACAO
Origin: Peru, Venezuela

ORIGINAL DARK 70% CACAO
Origin: Peru, Venezuela

EVEN DARKER 85% CACAO
Origin: Peru, Venezuela
&

RIVER SALT 65% CACAO

Origin: Madagascar

VEGAN
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THE WHOLE NUT
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Hazelnut hot chocolate, w/ our own milk
made from local hazelnuts & served
w/ a caramelised hazelnut wafer. Timeless
flavour combination, zero wastage.
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CHILLED CHOCOLATE MILKS

VEGAN
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LAYERED
Chilled dark chocolate milk, topped with a
layer of warm Crema Catalana custard,
infused w/ orange zest and vanilla.
*CONTAINS GELATIN

DARK MILK

ADVENTURES
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VEGAN

COCONUT

&

ALMOND

Please note that a 10% surcharge applies
on Sundays and public holidays
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PURE DARK
A ‘short black’ of pure 100% chocolate,
made w/seasonal single origin cacao.

KIDS HOT CHOCOLATE
Junior Dark w/ toasted marshmallow.

Buffalo fior di latte ice cream, buffalo milk
hot chocolate & mousse crisp. An ode to the
naturally sweet flavour of the buffalo milk
from the Haldane family farm in Shaw River.

CEREAL & MILK
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*CONTAINS GELATIN

VEGAN
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Crunchy house-made chocolate cereal
served w/ chilled chocolate milk.
A seriously fun kids treat, or even a
sneaky breakfast for grown-ups.
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Mörk Chocolate Brew House is located on
the traditional lands of the Wurundjeri people,
and we wish to acknowledge them
as traditional owners.

CAMPFIRE
70% dark hot chocolate served with maple
smoke, charcoal salt & toasted house-made
marshmallow. A nostalgic recreation of a
childhood memory.
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BUFFALO

Macadamia hot chocolate, macadamia &
wattle seed ice cream, eucalyptus honey,
bush scents & foraged flora. A sensory tale,
told in native Australian flavours.

VEGAN

LITTLE ONES

FORAGER

CHOCOLATE MILK

HOT CACAO BREW
Clean tea-like expression of cacao beans
from the best growers in the world.
Steeped for 22 hours, this delicate brew
is fragrant and natuarally sweet.
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